HIPAA Compliance
for Hospitals
SIMPLIFY AND AUTOMATE YOUR HIPAA
COMPLIANCE WITHOUT RAISING COSTS

Advantages of the Intraprise Health

HIPAA compliance and data security are more important than ever for

•	Step-by-step guided approach to compliance

hospitals and health systems. Healthcare organizations must regularly

•	Up-to-date software including citations for

perform a Security Risk Assessment (SRA) to maintain HIPAA compliance

HIPAA One® cloud-based software:

HIPAA and NIST

and fulfill their obligations to PHI security and privacy.

•	Access to our certified Assessors

Managing compliance can be a messy, tedious task – especially if you

Enhanced Capabilities for Hospitals

are using spreadsheets and emails and are dealing with hundreds of
individual clinics and practices.

include:
• Automated task reminders

Simple, automated, and affordable, our SRA software removes the
administrative burden of compliance, allowing you to manage, monitor,
report, and track in one dashboard.
Our cloud-based software follows OCR Audit Protocol and is based on
NIST-methodologies to help organizations appropriately respond to and
mitigate risks.

•	Send pre-filled questions to your physician
practices and clinics
•	Manage all SRAs in one place – audit once,
report many. No more juggling spreadsheets!
•	Calculated risk assignment and prioritization
•	Remediation tracking and action history

Expertise when you need it
For those hospitals who need some extra guidance, our HIPAA

•	Real-time reporting and final reporting

consultants are available.

•	Year over year import of assessments

SECURITY RISK ASSESSMENT ENGAGEMENT TYPES
Self Assessment
Independently Conduct
your Risk Assessment

Facilitated Remote
Assessment
Online Assistance to
Conduct your Risk Assessment

Validated Assessment
Assessor-led
Risk Assessment



Every Security Risk Assessment incorporates OCR Audit Protocol and maps findings to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework
with optional Technical Security Baseline Questions
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WE PROVIDE THE STRUCTURE, DETAIL,
AND CLARITY YOU NEED TO:

OUR ASSESSMENT PROCESS

• Evaluate HIPAA/HITECH compliance
• Document current state of security controls
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• Meet the requirements associated with Meaningful Use

Information Gathering

• Identify gaps that pose true business risk
• Create a practical remediation roadmap
•	Establish a sustainable operating model for information
security and privacy
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Assessment, Planning and
Remediation

Our Security and Privacy Risk Assessments will
help you:
• Identify threat sources and events
• Identify vulnerabilities
• Determine likelihood of breach occurrence
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• Determine magnitude of impact

Finalized Report and Action Plan

• Understand your risk
Is your Microsoft 365 HIPAA Compliant?
Our HIPAA-centered Microsoft Office 365 (M365) audit
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establishes organizational compliance with administrative,
physical, and technical safeguards for the protection

Ongoing Remediation,
Action Updates and Reporting

of electronic health information. The audit includes an
analysis based on HIPAA security rule requirements, and
implementation planning with in-house IT professionals to
remediate compliance gaps.

“W
 e love the HIPAA One software.

Need Help Accessing the LADMF?
Healthcare organizations must access the Limited Access
Death Master File (LADMF) to keep records up to date and

It helps make an otherwise
complex and overwhelming

prevent fraud. HIPAA One qualifies as an independent third

process manageable and

party organization and can act as an Accredited Conformity

straightforward.”

Assessment Body (ACAB) for organizations that wish to
access the Limited Access Death Master File.

– Senior IT Director, Large Hospital

Intraprise Health’s cloud-based HIPAA One® compliance software is designed to simplify and automate HIPAA compliance for
healthcare providers, health plans, and business associates of all sizes. Our HIPAA One solutions include security risk assessment,
privacy and breach assessment, HIPAA workforce training, vendor management, and third-party validation. The software scales from
single-doc practices to enterprise organizations needing to simplify complex problems, provide macro-analytics and “always current”
HIPAA controls. To learn more about Intraprise Health’s HIPAA One visit www.intraprisehealth.com.
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